OKI SOGUMI
interviewed by Cassandra Troyan
The following is an interview with Oki Sogumi, in which we think through the
diverse material gunk of the worlds she creates and the possibilities opened
therein. The work referenced is from her chapbook Smear jelly, Dreaming a goo
daughter, & Time travel and friendship published by museum of expensive things in
2016, along with poems published at Queen Mob’s Teahouse.
Cassandra Troyan: One of the most intriguing aspects to me about your work
is its aspirational genrelessness and how you work between different modes of
description, knowledge, and sensation to cultivate a form of world building in
the goo. Yet this is not a stylistic device, as in your poem “smear jelly,” where
the relationship between a jellyfish and a person being fingerprinted reveals
smearing to be a means to survival: “These underwater creatures live because
they are illegible. In that moment between border guard/prison guard and the
person detained, they managed to squirm out. They wait until the guard looks
away, to sabotage the data.”
A smudged fingerprint, counterfeit train tickets, “broken down femme,” and a
daughter hiding under the goo—all serve as counter-logistical gestures working
against the world that has made them. I think of the Jellyfish babies praying for the
death of capitalism and the way these acts of survival both build and break down
worlds without ever resorting to full utopia or dystopia. Is this a distinction that
feels important stylistically? Politically? Or rather it is an effect of the book as
capsule, as time machine—a place where the work of the book lets these
elements collide?
Oki Sogumi: I think the (chap)book or even the poem is a space where I can
*feel* spaciousness. It helps me think about problems—often political
problems—nagging things that won’t loosen their grip, won’t let me be empty,
keeping me glued to the world. This is the goo, the malleable stuff of being. The
tension between that gooey stuff and the held space of the book or poem form
is what gets me to write what I find difficult to say. For a long time I was afraid
of my mouth, that it couldn’t shape things properly, so the writing is a space
maybe where I feel like that mouth and its wrongness and everything
surrounding its wrongness can finally thrive. So this space hugs what’s abject,
but hopefully what’s interesting is not so much the abject object but the
hugging, and the possibility of what could occur mid-hug. So I’m trying to trace
that act of imagination and generosity, because I’m really curious about what the
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wrong mouths want to say.
Thinking about the capsule makes me think of two of these kinds of sticky
problems that I’ve been obsessed with hugging—
1)
How the insides of a smaller, wilier, yet stressed out formation become
shaped by an antagonistic relation to a dominant formation. How they don’t.
2)
How in moments of isolation, repression, etc., to be able to hold a sense
of devotion to a collective project, future, present.
My friend Caroline recently posted a great video to my FB wall of a giant egg
being cracked into a bowl. As the hands and shell lift away, you can see two
yolks and a smaller brown egg. They crack the smaller egg into the same bowl.
An uncanny Russian doll. But there was something lovely and plain about the
whole thing, like look, you can just crack it. I thought it was going to be a
cooking video at first. And maybe I aspire to have a similar attitude to genres;
we can just open up those eggs, and the eggs within eggs. But I also like for
them to appear, carried by their boundaries. I feel at ease introducing a folkloric
play into a sci-fi novel, for example, and I want them to collide, but also I want
them to feel pretty relaxed moving forward together into their conclusion.
Maybe this speaks to my attitude in political situations too—trying to chill and
deal with the urgency and edges of the present at the same time.
(also, a sticky note abt eggs without necessary going into them further—*egg
note: childhood memory of how miraculous eating fresh eggs from a farm,
Jackie Wang’s use of egg imagery, Marcel Broodthaers, George Bataille’s Story of
the Eye)
CT: This reminds me of a stress ball (egg) I have with a solid plastic Gudetama
figurine inside. (I think I’ve seen you post pictures of him before so I believe
you are familiar with the character.) He floats around in the water of the egg and
when he gets squeezed to the surface, he sticks to the rubbery shell as a
protrusion that stretches without breaking it. There is a reversal of materials
forms as Gudetama is usually represented as a lazy yet malleable egg yolk with
his hard shell often the barrier he attempts to use in shielding himself from the
demands of the world. So sometimes you don’t even have to crack the shell to
get the same results. Or you can just sit and wait until someone hard-boils you,
turns you into an omelet, a quiche, and be annoyed at having to work but not
destroyed by it.
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I didn’t mean to go on a Gudetama tangent, but it seems pertinent for thinking
about the boundaries and fluidities of genres, along with formulating responses
to conflict or antagonistic spaces. To be the “soft-soft body” is to be changed
mid-hug, but it can also be this malleability, this willingness in moving towards
collision where it might be difficult to see who the “fucked up one” is, as you
address in your poem Corporeal Punishment:
“In the sliding line between the familiar and the supernatural, it’s easy to
become the fucked up one. You misheard the lyric and thought about lantern
light filling a car, bright to a fault. Shooting past the blotted out signs.”
What is possible in the space of writing is not in the political, and an attempt to
hold these spaces simultaneously in their wrongness or their colliding edges
often leads to being “the fucked up one” because of misrecognizing what was at
stake—confusing the genre for the problem, the yolk for the shell. How do you
think about this collision?

OS: Yeah! I know Gudetama. I bought a cheap phone case off ebay with an
image of Gudetama falling out of a shell. But it began to peel almost
immediately, and the paint came off in my sweaty hands. So it was Gudetama
falling out of an egg and shivering but the image was scabby and quickly
disappearing. The case sucked also and I was at a show in Philly where the floor
was concrete; the phone slipped out from my hand and the screen broke. Then
I had to keep the Gudetama case until ALL the paint peeled off because it was
too perfect with the broken screen. So many broken eggs. That was a particular
time in my life with a lot of breakage going on. I was waking up really early to
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do nothing. I was also watching a lot of this tv show “Pretty Little Liars” around
this time, which I soon realized is about these teenage girls being tortured
through text messages. It was really moving for me to watch during those
months, to think these girls had a shared language that they were antagonistic
to—of course it breaks them up too, constantly.
I’ve been thinking a lot about reacting to and from psychic pain. What this leads
people to do, think, avoid. Malleability is in part a response to psychic pain,
when you are not yet allowed to die, for some reason. It becomes a tactic of
subterfuge, to survive whatever is happening to you. I believe in fighting back, I
do—I admire and fight for that response. But I also know that too many times
in my life that has been a difficult thing to do. Living in the reality of being
alienated individuals minus the times of collective action, of supportive
friendships, and so on. There are times you find yourself alone. When you are
faced with a power that overwhelms you. And what do you do? Sometimes I
have lived that moment for years. Aloneness has a frightening capacity for
stealing away your ability to see how to be with others. But I think malleability is
a way of stretching the self away from self/aloneness to try to get there, even
when it seems impossible. Its simplistic to say it is escapism. And I don’t just
want to weep over the abjection of this surviving body, though I do. Corporeal
Punishment is about psychically dealing with corporal punishment. It’s about
what happens when a relation breaks. If there are possibilities there, they feel
miraculous but submerged, wriggling in and out of boundaries because
boundaries are what are being imposed in punishment. I think pain can cause
misrecognitions, and I think that’s right that I see writing as a space to stretch
out these misrecognitions and loosen the rigid categories that I’m tempted to
use to navigate life and politics. Writing is the space where I run with the things
that are difficult and confusing. One such genre collision is the classic
personal/political collision, but there are collisions within that one that have
stakes. Whose personal gets to be the political, etc. At the same time, I’m trying
to unravel those misrecognitions and examine the boundaries and boundary
collisions, I also have this other things going on where my rage is spilling over
everything and writing is a space for that too, to let all these things happen in
relation to one another. It’s like being hit: my vision blurred and then grew
sharp and clear, moving between tears and glaring, between numbness and
knowing what to do.
CT: If your writing is a space for stretching out misrecognitions, spillage, and
unraveling, do you ever think of its trajectory? Where it is taking you or where
you might like it to go next? (And the where here could meaning many different
locations.) What you hope to learn?
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OS:

Oki Sogumi was born in Seoul, South Korea as military dictatorship ended. She writes
poetry and fiction, and her forthcoming speculative novella is about giant insects, migration,
time travel, oceanic feelings, wellness, and both the limits and possibilities of relations like
friendship. She currently resides in Philadelphia.
Cassandra Troyan is the author of several books of poetry and is currently writing on the
Iraq War, masculinity, insurrection, state violence, and queer fantasy. They used to live in
Oakland, but soon they will live and teach in southern Sweden.
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